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Computer graphics technology can nowadays interactively display billions of atoms forming structures up to entire biological
organisms such as bacteria or protista. In terms of complexity,
resulting scenes are of multi-scale, multi-instance, crowded,
and dense three-dimensional nature. To effectively convey such
complex structural arrangement, visualization algorithms need
to cope with all of these structural characteristics simultaneously. This need triggers the necessity of visualization algorithms that handle novel problems in 3D occlusion management, color assignment, shading, or textual labeling. New algorithms can take again advantage of structural hierarchy, and
repetitiveness. Another successful strategy is to tame the
complexity with efficient view-guided image-space algorithms.
Instead of computationally-demanding algorithms that compute
the solution globally for the entire model, these techniques
focus on a local solution that is perfectly tailored for limited
viewpoint settings, but can be calculated for each image without notably penalizing the overall visualization performance.
All these new algorithms lead to gradual democratization of
computer graphics and visualization technology for structural
biology. Ultimately, the advances lead into new exciting ways
how biology can be explored, understood, and communicated in
the future.
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